
PREMIER BEAUTY EDUCATION
RESERVE YOUR SEAT AT PREMIERBEAUTYSUPPLY.COM/EDUCATION

NOVEMBER 5, 2018 MOSS HAIR & CO.
108 E. Main St.
Columbus, OH 43215

CUTTING.MASTER

JAY FATA

The K.MEN cutting program offers a diversity of 
classic techniques that draw upon the traditional 
techniques of barbering. Learn how to master the 
core elements of these timeless yet strong looks 
in order to create a personal and unique style. 
You will learn a variety of haircuts and understand 
how length, space and proportion are the most 
valuable ingredients for successfully establishing 
a great men’s cut. Not for the faint hearted, 
this is K.MEN at their most fashion forward and 
individual.

DESCRIPTION

Tools needed: STYLING.BRUSH, CLIPPERS & GUARDS, 
SCISSORS

HANDS ON
SKU 861105183     CEU: 6 HOURS     $300

1:00 pm - 6:00 pm

A native Philadelphian currently residing in San Diego, 

CUTTING.MASTER Jay has spent his career studying his 

craft under top stylists within the hair industry. Landing the 

opportunity to develop his skill set in both Cosmetology 

and Barbering in the US, Canada, and London, Jay has 

an extensive portfolio of published editorial work, and is 

a renowned Global Educator, Technical, and Art Director 

alongside being a platform and session stylist. A seasoned 

professional, Jay has worked on teams backstage in Los 

Angeles as well as at New York Fashion Week. Having 

joined the KEVIN.MURPHY Cutting Team in 2014, Jay 

brings with him a wealth of experience, and a passion for 

education, session and runway hair. The KEVIN.MURPHY 

Cutting System and innovative scissors are the catalyst for 

the next chapter in Jay’s professional journey in precision 

and free form cutting.

Includes: CUT.ME KIT (CURL.CLIPS, SECTIONING.CLIPS, 
Water Sprayer, CUTTING.COMB) and mannequin.

PREMIER BEAUTY EDUCATION
RESERVE YOUR SEAT AT PREMIERBEAUTYSUPPLY.COM/EDUCATION

NOVEMBER 5, 2018 LE BEAU
2688 W 14th St
Cleveland, OH 44113

CUT.ME MEN’S
DEMO 

CUTTING.MASTER

JAY FATA

The K.MEN cutting program offers a diversity of 
classic techniques that draw upon the traditional 
techniques of barbering. Learn how to master the 
core elements of these timeless yet strong looks 
in order to create a personal and unique style. 
You will learn a variety of haircuts and understand 
how length, space and proportion are the most 
valuable ingredients for successfully establishing 
a great men’s cut. Not for the faint hearted, 
this is K.MEN at their most fashion forward and 
individual.

DESCRIPTION

Tools needed: STYLING.BRUSH,
CLIPPERS AND GUARDS, SCISSORS

9:00am - 12:00pm

9:00am - 4:00pm

DEMO ONLY
SKU 860611181     CEU: 3 HOURS     $75

DEMO + HANDS-ON
SKU 8606118     CEU: 6 HOURS     $375

DEMO ONLY

DEMO + HANDS-ON

A native Philadelphian currently residing in San Diego, 

CUTTING.MASTER Jay has spent his career studying his 

craft under top stylists within the hair industry. Landing the 

opportunity to develop his skill set in both Cosmetology 

and Barbering in the US, Canada, and London, Jay has 

an extensive portfolio of published editorial work, and is 

a renowned Global Educator, Technical and Art Director 

alongside being a platform and session stylist. A seasoned 

professional, Jay has worked on teams backstage in Los 

Angeles as well as at New York Fashion Week. Having 

joined the KEVIN.MURPHY Cutting Team in 2014 Jay 

brings with him a wealth of experience, and a passion for 

education, session and runway hair. The KEVIN.MURPHY 

Cutting System and innovative scissors are the catalyst for 

the next chapter in Jay’s professional Journey in precision 

and free form cutting.

Includes: CUT.ME KIT (CURL.CLIPS, SECTIONING.CLIPS, 
Water Sprayer, CUTTING.COMB) and mannequin.
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CUTTING.MASTER

JAY FATA

The K.MEN cutting program offers a diversity of 
classic techniques that draw upon the traditional 
techniques of barbering. Learn how to master the 
core elements of these timeless yet strong looks 
in order to create a personal and unique style. 
You will learn a variety of haircuts and understand 
how length, space and proportion are the most 
valuable ingredients for successfully establishing 
a great men’s cut. Not for the faint hearted, 
this is K.MEN at their most fashion forward and 
individual.

DESCRIPTION

Tools needed: STYLING.BRUSH,
CLIPPERS AND GUARDS, SCISSORS

9:00am - 12:00pm

9:00am - 4:00pm

DEMO ONLY
SKU 860611181     CEU: 3 HOURS     $75

DEMO + HANDS-ON
SKU 8606118     CEU: 6 HOURS     $375

DEMO ONLY

DEMO + HANDS-ON

A native Philadelphian currently residing in San Diego, 

CUTTING.MASTER Jay has spent his career studying his 

craft under top stylists within the hair industry. Landing the 

opportunity to develop his skill set in both Cosmetology 

and Barbering in the US, Canada, and London, Jay has 

an extensive portfolio of published editorial work, and is 

a renowned Global Educator, Technical and Art Director 

alongside being a platform and session stylist. A seasoned 

professional, Jay has worked on teams backstage in Los 

Angeles as well as at New York Fashion Week. Having 

joined the KEVIN.MURPHY Cutting Team in 2014 Jay 

brings with him a wealth of experience, and a passion for 

education, session and runway hair. The KEVIN.MURPHY 

Cutting System and innovative scissors are the catalyst for 

the next chapter in Jay’s professional Journey in precision 

and free form cutting.

Includes: CUT.ME KIT (CURL.CLIPS, SECTIONING.CLIPS, 
Water Sprayer, CUTTING.COMB) and mannequin.

HANDS-ON 




